1 Achieving global justice: Why failures matter more than
ideals
David Wiens
The chapters that follow are concerned to specify reforms with the aim of “mak[ing]
global institutions work better for the people who need them most.”1 Much of the work is
done close to the ground, concerned with specific structural flaws of particular
institutions. But there is a pervading sense that reforming these institutions is not only
prudent but morally imperative; that failure to advance the interests of the deprived and
oppressed is a failure of justice. This sense of injustice has been sharpened by the
numerous high profile popular protests launched against key international institutions,
from Seattle (1999), Gleneagles (2005), and Toronto (2010) to the various Occupy
movements that have emerged in the wake of the 2008 Global Financial Crisis. As if
responding to these demands, proposals for ad hoc institutional reforms now line the
shelves of bookstores.2
Yet how can we make systematic sense of these charges of injustice? Which
general normative principles might we adopt to guide our efforts to reform global social
and political institutions? These are the questions of normative political philosophy.
Following John Rawls,3 the predominant methodology among political philosophers for
answering these questions is summed up in the mantra "ideal theory precedes nonideal
theory." Roughly, nonideal theory specifies how we should respond to injustice amidst
unfavorable circumstances, whereas ideal theory identifies normative principles that
constitute a fully just institutional scheme. According to the conventional wisdom, we
can identify morally progressive institutional reforms only if we have a picture of fully
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just institutions in view.4 Yet many suspect that such a methodology cannot but yield
normative guidelines that are too utopian to help guide institutional reform in the “here
and now”.
My aim in this chapter is twofold. First, siding with the skeptics, I challenge the
view that ideal normative principles offer appropriate guidelines for our efforts to identify
morally progressive institutional reform strategies. I shall call this view the "ideal
guidance approach." Second, I develop an alternative methodological approach to
specifying nonideal normative principles, which I call the "failure analysis approach." I
contrast these alternatives using examples from the global justice literature, showing that
a failure analytic approach is better suited to the task of specifying morally progressive
standards to guide the process of reforming global institutions given their particular
flaws.

The ideal guidance approach
Unlike the other chapters in this volume, the central issue here is a rather abstract one,
concerning the relationship between ideal normative principles and the normative
guidelines we should adopt for identifying morally progressive institutional reform
strategies. The central tenet of the ideal guidance approach is that ideal normative
principles provide useful guidelines for morally progressive reform efforts. Before
evaluating this claim, let us specify what is meant by "ideal normative principles" and
"morally progressive reform."
Ideal normative principles specify the broad contours of a fully just society.
These principles define the core requirements of our commitment to certain basic moral
and social values, such as individual freedom, social equality, or cooperative society. To
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do so, they enumerate the general rights and obligations of agents in political society and
identify the constitutive features of social and political institutions that fulfill our basic
values to the greatest extent possible. There is, of course, some limit to how utopian ideal
principles can be; for example, they cannot assume that we have unlimited material
resources at our disposal or that individuals are completely virtuous or altruistic. Aside
from these broad constraints, theorists generally specify ideal principles assuming
circumstances that are more or less favorable for establishing institutions that fulfill our
moral and social values as fully as possible.
To illustrate, consider cosmopolitan discussions pertaining to global justice.
Cosmopolitans share a commitment to several basic values—in particular, respect for
individuals as the units of ultimate moral concern and the moral equality of individuals,
regardless of race, gender, nationality, or citizenship. The practical requirements of a
commitment to these basic values are indeterminate, but they can be made more
determinate by normative principles that specify the constitutive features of a fully just
global institutional scheme. Examples include:
- Global equality of opportunity: "[P]ersons of different nations should enjoy
equal opportunities: no one should face worse opportunities because of their
nationality."5
- Global difference principle: Global "social and economic inequalities are to be
arranged so that they are... to the greatest benefit of the least advantaged."6
- Global basic needs satisfaction: All individuals should "be adequately
positioned to enjoy the prospects for a decent life, ... includ[ing] what is necessary
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to be enabled to meet [their] basic needs and those of [their] dependents..., and
certain protections for basic freedom."7
The details of the arguments for these principles do not matter here. What matters is that
these principles (1) purport to identify constitutive features of an institutional scheme that
best fulfills basic cosmopolitan values, and (2) are specified assuming circumstances that
are generally favorable for realizing cosmopolitan values.
Identifying ideal principles is the business of ideal theory.8 Nonideal theory aims
to identify feasible and morally progressive strategies for responding to injustice amidst
nonideal circumstances. The prescribed reforms must be feasible, in the sense that we can
be reasonably expected to implement them given the (financial, technological,
motivational, institutional, etc.) resources we have at our disposal.9 They must be morally
progressive, in the sense that we can reasonably expect the prescribed reforms to advance
the realization of our basic moral and social values.
Any nonideal theory must identify core normative principles, principles that serve
as normative guidelines for our reform efforts. The conventional assumption among
political philosophers is that morally progressive reforms should make steady progress
toward fulfilling our ideal principles. The underlying reasoning goes as follows. If we
aim to implement morally progressive reforms, we require a measure of progress. One
might naturally think that such a measure "makes essential reference to the ultimate
target, the ideal of perfect justice."10 Accordingly, political philosophers conventionally
understand core nonideal principles as identifying transitional steps from the status quo to
the realization of an institutional scheme that satisfies our ideal principles. Put simply,
ideal principles should serve as guidelines for nonideal theory. This is the central maxim
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of the ideal guidance approach.
One immediate concern arises for the ideal guidance approach as presented,
namely, that it fails to consider whether implementing ideal principles is feasible.11 This
worry arises because ideal principles are typically specified assuming "ideal"
circumstances: general compliance with core principles, low opportunity and transaction
costs, few barriers to cooperative collective action, and so on. It is largely uncontroversial
that an infeasible institutional ideal does not provide a practical target for reform efforts.
But one might reply that ideal principles remain useful guidelines for nonideal theory
insofar as we can approximate the ideal even if we cannot fully implement it.
The "general theory of second best"12 occludes this approximation move. As I
show elsewhere,13 the theorem implies that if one (or more) of our ideal principles
remains unsatisfied as specified, then the set of core principles that best fulfills our basic
values does not necessarily include the remaining ideal principles, even if their
requirements can still be met. This is because our political principles must account for
various interdependencies among our basic values.14 For example, our valuation of
individual freedom (however conceived) likely depends on the extent to which other
values are manifest, such as physical security or community. Relatedly, the extent to
which individual freedom is manifest might depend on the extent to which we are
physically secure or live within a supportive community. When (1) we are committed to
realizing more than one basic value, (2) our basic values are interdependent in either of
these ways, and (3) these interdependencies are not linear, the theory of second best
shows that we cannot straightforwardly estimate how nonideal principles must deviate
from ideal principles. Quite simply, ideal principles that cannot be implemented are an
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unreliable—and so useless—guide for nonideal theory.
Infeasible ideals provide no guidance for nonideal theory. Can feasible ideals do
any better?

The risk of latent failures
I start by noting that our specification of normative guidelines for institutional reform
must be context sensitive. The extent to which a set of core normative principles fulfills
our basic moral and social values is sensitive to the conditions in which the principles are
implemented. Since the point of morally progressive institutional reform is to better
realize our basic values, the principles we should adopt as guidelines for institutional
reform should be those that would realize our basic values to the fullest extent possible
were they implemented in our circumstances. For instance, whether we should adopt a
global equality of opportunity principle as a normative guideline for global institutional
reform depends on the extent to which that principle (together with any other principles
we adopt) would realize our cosmopolitan values were we to implement it in our current
circumstances.
It is not obvious that ideal principles would do a very good job of realizing our
basic values were they implemented in nonideal circumstances. Consider the global
difference principle, which requires that global social and economic inequalities be
arranged so as to maximize the prospects of the global poor. According to both Rawls
and those who (unlike Rawls) extend the difference principle to the global level,15 the
difference principle is part of a package of principles that, taken together, are supposed to
best fulfill our commitment to values like impartiality, equality, fairness, and respect for
persons. Suppose a fully just global institutional scheme is, in part, constituted by the
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global difference principle. Should we adopt this principle as a normative guideline for
global institutional reform?
To raise some doubts that we should, consider Figure 1.1. The x-axis represents
the distributive share of talented and otherwise advantaged individuals, represented by
X1; the y-axis represents the distributive share of individuals with the worst life prospects,
represented by X2.16 The 45° line represents all points in the space where the two
individuals' shares are strictly equal. Given Rawls's assumption that strict equality is to be
preferred unless a departure improves the absolute position of X2, the dashed horizontal
lines are the moral indifference curves. Let a contribution curve represent the set of
feasible distributive shares given some assumptions about the differential rewards that
would induce talented and otherwise advantaged individuals to contribute to overall
social production. Since X1 is assumed to be better off, a contribution curve lies below the
45° line everywhere except the origin.
[FIGURE 1.1 ABOUT HERE.]
Let the curve OC be the compliance contribution curve, the curve that would obtain were
Rawls's equal basic liberties principle to obtain. The equal basic liberties principle
requires that each person enjoy the most extensive package of basic rights consistent with
everyone enjoying the same package of rights.17 The difference principle requires an
institutional scheme that yields the distributive shares represented by the point where OC
is tangent to the highest indifference curve; in this case, the point where X1 receives a and
X2 receives d. This distribution is morally preferred to strict equality—which is realized
at O—because it yields a greater absolute share for X2. Any point beyond a on the x-axis
is deemed unjust.
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The difference principle specifies the ratio a/d as the optimal limit on permissible
inequality for circumstances where the equal basic liberties principle is fulfilled. But the
equal basic liberties principle is not fulfilled at the global level in our world and its
fulfillment does not appear forthcoming anytime soon. As several contributions to this
volume show, there is gross disparity in the rights people effectively enjoy in different
countries and there is staunch resistance to efforts to reduce this disparity among
numerous powerful global actors. Failure to satisfy the equal basic liberties principle will
likely result in a different contribution curve. This noncompliance contribution curve
might take the shape of ON (see Figure 1.1), for several reasons. Labor rights disparities
allow multinational corporations to take advantage of disparate labor standards to
increase their profits; powerful countries are able to extract profitable concessions fairly
cheaply from countries where citizens have no effective rights to hold their government
accountable18; unbalanced trade treaties, which encode differential rights and privileges
to engage in protective measures, grant competitive advantages to farmers and
manufacturers in developed countries. These rights disparities have two potential
consequences. First, they diminish the amount of social wealth genuinely available to the
worst-off; this reduces their expected prospects, as indicated by the difference between d
and e. Second, and relatedly, rights disparities allow the better-off to demand a greater
share of the total social product in exchange for their contributions to social production.
This is represented by the difference between b and a. At the point at which the
noncompliance curve is tangent to the highest indifference curve, X1 receives b and X2
receives e. The difference principle permits departures from strict equality up to the point
b/e when the equal basic liberties principles is not fulfilled.
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From Figure 1.1, we see that the extent to which implementing a global difference
principle fulfills our commitment to values like impartiality, equality, and respect for
persons depends on important features of the context in which the principle is to be
implemented—in this case, whether individuals enjoy roughly equal packages of rights.
Whether a global difference principle realizes our basic values to the fullest extent given
actual circumstances depends on how the distributive consequences of implementing that
principle (together with others) compare to the consequences of implementing some other
distributive principle. It seems prima facie implausible that, in a world marked by gross
rights disparities, the distributive principle that best realizes our basic values would
permit increased inequality, as the global difference principle does. This intuition is
strengthened once we acknowledge the corrosive political effects of great inequality.
Plausibly, the best principle for regulating inequalities when individuals enjoy such
disparate packages of rights would locate the limit on inequality somewhere other than
b/e—perhaps at the point along the x-axis represented by c.19 Such a principle decreases
X2's prospects slightly in exchange for a drastic reduction in inequality. A principle that
locates the limit here can be given a reasonable justification: given that individuals do not
enjoy similar packages of rights, we must limit permissible inequalities to c/f to prevent
the better-off from acquiring the additional advantages that come with great relative
wealth.
To be clear, the foregoing does not show that we should reject the global
difference principle as a normative guideline for institutional reform. Rather, I have
shown that we cannot simply infer from the fact that ideal principles would best realize
our basic values if implemented in favorable circumstances that they would also advance
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realization of our basic values were they implemented in actual circumstances. The
problem here is that our analysis of ideal principles can obscure latent failures.20 When
we analyze an ideal institutional scheme, we are analyzing the successful implementation
of ideal principles in favorable circumstances. As Figure 1.1 shows, the consequences of
implementing an ideal principle with respect to the realization of our basic values
depends on certain contextual variables. What we do not see when we analyze an ideal
institutional scheme is the consequences that would arise if we were to implement the
ideal principles under different background conditions.
The risk is that implementing ideal principles in status quo circumstances would
lead to social failures. Here, failure is measured relative to the optimal realization of our
basic values within a given set of constraints. A set of core normative principles fails if
there is an alternative set of principles that can be implemented and that better realizes
our basic values given the circumstances. Importantly, to qualify as a failure, a set of
principles need not fail along every particular value dimension taken in isolation. There
might not be a feasible alternative to a set of ideal principles that does a better job of
realizing, say, the value of cooperative society. An alternative set of core principles need
not do a better job along each dimension to constitute an improvement over the set of
ideal principles; it need only do a better overall job of fulfilling our basic values taken as
a package.
What my discussion of the global difference principle shows is that ideal
principles might well do a lousy job of realizing our basic values if implemented in
nonideal circumstances. Whether ideal principles present useful guidelines for nonideal
institutional reform depends on whether they can be successfully implemented given
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status quo conditions. Determining whether ideal principles can be successfully
implemented given status quo conditions requires undertaking at least the following
analyses. In the first place, we must analyze what would happen if we were to undertake
a series of reforms that could eventuate in an institutional scheme that satisfies the ideal
principles; in particular, we must determine how well the completed reforms satisfy the
full package of our moral and social values. We must also sort out the environmental
features that constrain the realization of our basic values, which includes assessment of
the factors generating extant social failures, as well as the extent to which feasible
alternative core principles satisfy our basic values on the whole. Hence, whether we
should adopt ideal principles as normative guidelines for institutional reform cannot be
settled until we have sorted out which core principles best satisfy our basic values given
the status quo circumstances.
My argument can be summarized as follows: (1) We are commissioned to reform
an institutional scheme in context C; (2) Ideal principles best realize our moral and social
values when implemented in context C* (so I've been assuming); (3) The extent to which
a set of core normative principles realizes a set of moral and social values depends on the
context in which those principles are implemented; (4) The successful implementation of
ideal principles in C* conceals the ways in which their implementation in C might fail to
realize our moral and social values; (5) Whether and to what extent ideal principles can
realize our moral and social values when implemented in C can only be settled upon
completing a comparative assessment of the extent to which different packages of core
normative principles would realize our moral and social values if they were implemented
in C.
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Let us use the phrase "optimizing principles" to refer to the core normative
principles that optimally realize our moral and social values given status quo
circumstances. If, upon carrying out the aforementioned analyses, we discover that ideal
principles diverge from the optimizing principles, then we should adopt the latter as
normative guidelines for our institutional reform efforts. If the ideal principles turn out to
match the optimizing principles, then we should implement the ideal principles. But
notice that, if this is the case, the ideal principles will not serve as guidelines for nonideal
theory in virtue of representing the normative ideal. Instead, we adopt ideal principles as
practical guidelines only if we expect them to optimally realize our moral and social
values under status quo circumstances when compared with alternative sets of core
normative principles.
My argument thus suggests that ideal principles are neither necessary nor
sufficient for specifying normative guidelines for global institutional reform under status
quo circumstances.21 They are not sufficient because we cannot responsibly prescribe
ideal principles as practical guidelines simply on the basis that they constitute an ideal
institutional structure. They are not necessary because our reasoning to nonideal
normative principles can proceed entirely from a comparative analysis of the extent to
which different packages of principles are expected to realize our basic values in
particular nonideal circumstances. My argument also suggests a stronger claim, namely,
that ideal principles qua ideal principles are not even particularly helpful for our
reasoning to nonideal normative principles. This is because, if we wind up recommending
ideal principles to guide our reform efforts, the fact that they also happen to constitute a
fully just institutional scheme is superfluous in our reasoning.22
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Two final notes before proceeding. First, my argument does not take a stand on
whether there are universal normative principles—principles that invariably apply across
all circumstances—or whether normative principles must be context-dependent, in the
sense that the appropriateness of their application in particular contexts is ultimately
explained by appeal to certain contextual variables and not to some more fundamental
universal principle.23 My argument hangs only on the claim that contextual variables
determine the extent to which implementing a set of core principles realizes our basic
values. Thus, our selection of nonideal normative principles must be sensitive to the
relevant features of the circumstances in which those principles are to be implemented.
This is consistent with admitting either universal basic values or universal principles
whose application is sensitive to contextual variables.24
Second, my argument does not turn on the extent to which ideal principles are
specified assuming idealized circumstances; thus, whether ideal theory employs "good"
or "bad" idealizations is irrelevant.25 My argument rests on two key premises: first, that
ideal principles are specified assuming circumstances that differ in important ways from
the circumstances in which we must implement our prescribed reform strategies; and,
second, that we cannot assume that the normative principles that optimally realize our
basic values in one context will also optimally realize our basic values in another context.
These two points imply that our specification of nonideal normative principles cannot
infer anything from our finding that ideal principles optimally realize our basic values in
circumstances that differ in important respects from the status quo.26

The failure analysis approach
Since ideal principles are not much help when specifying normative guidelines for
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institutional reform in nonideal circumstances, where should we turn for guidance? If we
aim to specify nonideal normative principles that have critical purchase, that do not
simply license the status quo, where should our theorizing start? The preceding
discussion suggests that we should start by analyzing the ways in which the institutional
status quo falls short with respect to our basic moral and social values. That is, we should
start with an analysis of the ways in which current institutions engender failures.
Departing from the ideal guidance approach, the failure analysis approach identifies a set
of core normative principles that optimally realizes our basic values given the salient
features of the circumstances in which the reform must occur. These principles are still
conceived as enumerating the general rights and obligations of agents in political society
and identifying the constitutive features of social and political institutions that best fulfill
our basic moral and social values. The difference is the set of circumstances that are
taken as constraints on the specification of core normative principles.
On the failure analysis approach, specifying core normative principles is a five
step process. The first step identifies social failures. Importantly, failures are not
identified by noting the ways in which the status quo falls short of an ideal institutional
scheme. Instead, failures are identified by noting the ways in which the status quo falls
short with respect to our basic values. The second step undertakes a diagnosis of those
features of the status quo that causally generate social failures. The third step identifies
alternate institutional schemes that could overcome current failures given our assessment
of the factors that currently prevent us from overcoming these failures. The fourth step
assesses the extent to which these alternatives can be expected to fulfill our moral and
social values given our actual circumstances. The fifth step anticipates the potential
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failures that could arise from implementing these alternative institutions, as well as the
possibilities for future improvement that we can reasonably expect these alternatives to
afford. The principles that constitute the alternative institutional scheme that emerges
from this five step analytic program—the institutional scheme that performs best with
respect to our basic values given status quo conditions—are the normative principles we
prescribe as practical guidelines for institutional reform.27
Geoffrey Robertson’s discussion of the UN in this volume partially illustrates the
failure analysis approach. 28 The UN’s underperformance with respect to its stated aim of
protecting the vulnerable from violence and deprivation are well-documented, with its
main political bodies—the Security Council and General Assembly—being the most
frequent target of calls for reform. Robertson traces this organizational underperformance
to a more obscure failure: the lack of procedural justice in the UN’s employment
practices. This failure encouraged “a culture both nepotistic and diplomatic, that
undervalues ‘merit’ and true qualifications in employment and promotion decision and
looks [instead] to regional groupings, state nominees, and ‘diplomatic’ considerations”.29
The result was systemic corruption and incompetence. In view of these failures, reforms
to the UN’s internal justice system were implemented, including the establishment of
independent judicial bodies designed to enforce transparent and fair rules in UN
employment decisions. Although there remains room for improvement, the outcome of
the reforms has been largely positive, resulting in improved service delivery to the poor
and oppressed.
To contrast the failure analysis approach more clearly with the ideal guidance
approach, let us return to my earlier discussion of cosmopolitan principles of global
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justice. A cosmopolitan failure analyst can agree with the ideal guidance cosmopolitan
that widespread deprivation of the sort we find in Afghanistan or Somalia constitutes an
utter failure with respect to cosmopolitan values. The practical question is how to address
these failures. The ideal guidance cosmopolitan's starting point for answering this
question is to figure out which normative principles constitute a fully just institutional
scheme. In contrast, the cosmopolitan failure analyst starts by analyzing the causal
processes that engender the target deprivations.
Although it is beyond the scope of this chapter to present a compelling diagnosis
of global deprivations, I sketch some diagnostic considerations that cosmopolitans have
routinely neglected to further illustrate how careful diagnostic work frames the failure
analyst's specification of core normative principles. Consider the following diagnostic
question: Why do some countries witness successful political and economic development
(and, so, increase their citizens' chances at a worthwhile life), while others fail miserably
(and, so, decrease their citizens' chances at a worthwhile life)? There is still a live debate
on this issue, but there is an emerging consensus among social scientists that, broadly
speaking, the nature of domestic institutions is an important determinant of development
outcomes. Certain public goods such as the rule of law and government accountability
constitute positive political development. These goods, as well as secure property rights,
physical infrastructure, a healthy and educated labor force, and a stable macroeconomic
environment (among others), are also key determinants of economic development.30
Unfortunately, political leaders typically use their political power to enhance
development only when there are institutional mechanisms that empower constituents to
constrain their leaders to advance their interests.31 Hence, development-enhancing
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institutions impose opportunity costs on public officials; in particular, political elites must
forego opportunities for corruption, inefficient economic transfers, discretionary (i.e.,
arbitrary) use of coercion, and other forms of private gain.32 Why, then, would a
government establish the institutional arrangements needed for successful development
given these costs?
One venerable tradition argues that political leaders accept institutional limits on
their power as a means to making credible commitments to prospective supporters.
Political leaders typically require support from some subset of their constituents to retain
political power, be it as a source of revenue, political support, or military assistance to
defeat a rival. To secure their support, leaders offer policy concessions to those whose
support is necessary for retaining office. Without any mechanism to bind the leader to
follow through on his promise, prospective supporters rationally discount his offer. If
potential supporters’ alternative to cooperating with the leader—placing their money in
investments that evade taxation, politically supporting a challenger, engaging in armed
rebellion—promises to be more valuable than the discounted value of the leader’s offer,
then supporters can credibly threaten to withhold their support if the leader fails to keep
his promise. Hence, if the required supporters have credible “exit threats,” the leader
must solve a commitment problem to attract the necessary support. To overcome this
problem, the leader implements institutional mechanisms that constrain him to follow
through on his promise and, thus, make his offer credible.33 This dynamic applies to both
democracies and dictatorships. When political leaders require cooperation from
constituents, they are induced to bargain over policy with prospective supporters. When
those supporters can credibly threaten to withhold support, political leaders must give up
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some control over future policy decisions in exchange for political support in the
present.34 The crucial point here is that countries develop successfully when individuals
have sufficient bargaining leverage to compel their leaders to accept institutional limits
on their political power as a way to signal a credible commitment to advancing
supporters' interests.
In view of this bit of diagnosis, a cosmopolitan failure analyst's core normative
principles would be sensitive to the importance of individuals' bargaining leverage vis-avis their political leaders. Which principles constitute an institutional scheme that
enhances individuals' bargaining leverage? At this point, the answer is not at all clear, as
it depends on a great deal of empirical research yet to be done. In any case, a positive
institutional prescription is beyond the scope of this chapter. My point here is simply to
illustrate how a diagnosis of extant global deprivations might inform our specification of
core normative principles for global institutional reform.
None of the foregoing rules out the possibility that a cosmopolitan failure analysis
may well endorse cosmopolitan ideal principles in the end. What my argument denies is
that we can sensibly adopt cosmopolitan ideal principles as guidelines for institutional
reform simply in virtue of the fact that they constitute a fully just global institutional
scheme. To support adoption of cosmopolitan ideal principles as guidelines for nonideal
theory, cosmopolitans must do more than speculatively suggest some mechanisms by
which their institutional ideals could initiate some hypothetical causal process that, given
favorable operating circumstances, yields improvements with respect to cosmopolitan
values. Simply showing how their institutional ideals might operate under conducive
conditions is insufficient to make the case. We must instead show that the prescribed
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institutions are likely to interact with the causal processes generating the target failure in
ways that enhance our realization of cosmopolitan values. Showing this requires, first, an
analysis of the causal processes generating the status quo; second, an investigation of the
ways in which the prescribed institutional scheme would interact with extant causal
processes; and, third, an assessment of whether this interaction would yield greater
realization of our basic values.35

Conclusion
There is a pervading sense — shared among citizens, scholars, and practitioners — that
the global institutional status quo is unjust and in need of deep reform. Political
philosophers are attempting to come to grips with this sense of injustice in a systematic
way. But the prevailing ideal guidance approach to specifying general normative
guidelines for global institutional reform is suspect. This is because it adopts ideal
principles as normative guidelines without attending to the ways in which implementing
those principles in status quo circumstances might fail to realize our basic moral and
social values. This does not mean that implementing cosmopolitans' ideal principles is
doomed to fail. My point is, instead, that we do not have the slightest idea whether
implementing cosmopolitans' ideal principles could effectively fulfill cosmopolitan
values given status quo circumstances until we have a careful diagnosis of the causal
factors generating global injustices and a comprehensive analysis of institutional
remedies that are capable of effectively mitigating global deprivations given status quo
circumstances. This is why our efforts to identify feasible and morally progressive
strategies for addressing global deprivations should start (as many of the chapters in this
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volume do) with an analysis of the target deprivations rather than an analysis of the ideal
global institutional structure.
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